ONE TIME CONTRIBUTION FOR ECHS MEMBERSHIP AND ENTITLEMENT
OF WARD IN EMPANELLED HOSPITALS/MEDICAL FACILITIES
IN RESPECT OF WORLD WAR-II VETERANS AND ECOs

1. Further to our letter even No dated 15 Apr 2019.

2. There was a need felt to financially support WW-II veterans and ECOs due to their limited Nos and non-pensionary status. Accordingly it has been decided by Competent Authority that 50% of the one time contribution in their respect will be made from AG Welfare Fund and the balance of contribution by the individual.

3. The online process for registration for the WW-II veterans & ECOs will be as follows:

   (a) Filling online application & uploading MRO (50% of the amount) to concerned CDA.

   (b) Submitted application goes for verification to Record Office/MP Dte/ DIAV.

   (c) After verification by the Record Office temp slip can be generated which is required to be authenticated by OIC parent Polyclinic for use of availing the ECHS facilities as authorised, till issue of the ECHS card.

   (d) Thereafter, Central Org ECHS will coordinate with AG Branch/ CW Dte and prepare the MRO for balance 50% and upload the details online for processing the case for printing of the card.

4. The emergency cases requiring medicare till online process is made active has been illustrated vide Para 5 of Central Org ECHS letter cited at Para 1 above.